
 

 

MEMORANDUM ON THE EUROPEAN MODEL FOR THE REGULATION OF 

RELATIONS BETWEEN MONTENEGRO AND SERBIA 

 

1. In order to create stable and prosperous relations between Montenegro and Serbia 

one must recognize that federal institutions set up by Slobodan Milosevic’s 

regime in its abortive attempt to preserve the core of former Yugoslavia and retain 

power are no longer functional and have ceased to exist. 

 

Future political, economic, and social integration of Montenegro and Serbia 

cannot be built on the remnants of Milosevic’s creation. 

 

2. Continuation of any form of Federation would limit further democratic 

development. By definition, a drastic disproportion in member states’ size makes 

the undiscriminated constitutional and practical positioning of Montenegro and 

Serbia in a two-member Federation impossible. For Montenegro, as the smaller 

member, the Federation implies the hegemony of the bigger, while for Serbia, the 

bigger member, it is considered as blackmail of the smaller one.  The key motif of 

the commitment to the European model for the regulation of the mutual relations 

between Montenegro and Serbia is an equal opportunity for development
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3. It is therefore possible to develop a new framework designed in such a way as to 

promote europeanization of Montenegro and Serbia and prepare a way for their 

membership into the European Union. 

 

4. Europeanized Union of independent states of Montenegro and Serbia is the most 

practical way in which to develop democratic Montenegro and democratic Serbia 

within democratic Europe. 

 

The Union would be created by a Treaty entered into by sovereign and 

independent states of Montenegro and Serbia, as was the case with the integration 

into the European Union. The Union should be created observing a set of core 

principles and including certain specific outcomes of vital importance for the 

creation of Europeanized Union of States. Relations between Montenegro and 

Serbia can further be integrated with the adoption of subsequent treaties. 

 

                     
1 Given the significant differences in respective economic systems as well as the dynamics, solutions, and 

extent of reform processes, Montenegro’s accepting any form of Federation would mean the termination of 

development and returning the reform wheel backwards since Montenegro would perforce have to adapt 

itself to common  solutions at the federal level. Among other things, this would mean returning to the Dinar 

as currency, raising prices of import through higher customs duty rates, which necessarily leads to puting at 

risk interests of each individual tax payer. It is for the reason of ensuring unhindered individual 

development that the Process of  Stabilization and Association EU/SAS/ is based on an individual 

approach. It is adapted to specific needs, level of development, and solutions in each individual case, so as 

to ensure  a homogenous level of development in the Region in the long run. 
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5. Montenegro will hold a referendum in the period from March to May 2002 so as 

to confirm the will of Montenegrin citizens to restore statehood of Montenegro.  

The referendum could also confirm the prearranged solution on the Union. 

 

Core Principles 

 

 

 Conclusion of an Agreement to define the framework of objectives, rules and 

principles – fundamental rights of citizens; authority of member states; 

competence, limitations and duties of the Union; 

 Development of a civil society; promotion of reforms; rule of law, and protection 

of minority rights, all through the process of harmonization with provisions and 

standards of the European Union; 

 Strengthening of internal and regional stability; 

 Liberalize the citizenship status regime; 

 Market economy with the domination of private property and entrepreneurship; 

 Unobstructed movement of people, goods, capital, and services, and to that end, 

establishment of a certain level of common regulations so as to guarantee the said 

freedoms, in accordance with WTO rules; 

 Primary authority of member states in conducting their own operations, except in 

cases when the given objective can be realized more efficiently at the level of the 

Union  - observing the “bottom up” principle; 

 Process of harmonizing key elements of policies, methods, approaches, and rules, 

in coordination with the dynamics of the transition process of individual members 

in all sectors, with further coordination with EU standards; 

 Encouraging further essential cooperation and networking with countries in the 

region aimed at coordination of policies and procedures in specific areas, such as 

liberalization of trade, internal affairs, and judicature; 

 Solving all pending issues in a democratic way and in coordination with 

international law; and  

 Making the scope of integrations more thorough and extensive, from 

consultations and cooperation, to coordination, and, in the course of time, 

bringing closer the national rules, finally to common politics. 

 

Specific Outcomes / Results: 

 

Pursuant to the Proposal for a Union of Independent States presented on 28 December 

2000, the current negotiations should be directed toward achieving the following specific 

outcomes: 

 

I. Monetary / Economic Issues / Relations 

 

Adopt the Euro as a common currency for Montenegro and Serbia 

 

While Montenegro has already adopted Euro, Serbia should be left a time period, 

of about 12 months, within which to adopt Euro, with the Dinar being made fully 
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convertible in the meantime. Montenegro and Serbia would keep their own central 

banks, but would seek ways of coordinating monetary policy. 

 

Create a common/internal market of Montenegro and Serbia 

 

The setting up of an internal market would ask for absence of any customs tariffs 

and quotas for imports and exports between Montenegro and Serbia, as well as 

harmonization of tariffs with the lowest existing tariff in the course of time. A 

special agreement could be concluded to secure specific interests of Montenegro 

or Serbia, including a  free trade area. 

 

A common market would require the abolishment of any internal customs 

checkpoints as well as the gradual harmonization of external customs tariffs and 

operations, with the possibility of joint customs management. 

 

A common market would allow for a free flow of people, goods, capital, services, 

and information between Montenegro and Serbia, and would provide equal 

protection of property rights to all citizens of Montenegro and Serbia. 

 

A common market would permit citizens of Montenegro and Serbia to freely 

found business enterprises in either state and conclude legally binding contracts. 

There will be no discrimination whatsoever among citizens of Montenegro and 

Serbia.  

 

Citizens of Montenegro and Serbia would be allowed to freely transit the borders 

upon presentation of identity cards. 

 

A separate agreement would be concluded to allow Serbia access to the Port of Bar for 

business purposes. 

 

So as to ensure Serbia a free access to the sea for business purposes, a special 

agreement can be entered into to guarantee Serbia access to the Port of Bar on 

equal terms and at equal tariffs. 

 

Make provisions for an independent access of Montenegro and Serbia to international 

organizations and financial institutions. 

 

Montenegro and Serbia would be entitled to individual membership in 

international organizations and borrowing privileges in relevant international 

financial institutions, such as the World Bank, MMF, EBRD, and EIB. 

 

II Protection of Personal and Social Rights / Interests 

 

Guaranteed equal access to pension payment from Montenegrin and Serbian authorities. 
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Guaranteed equal access to health care services in Montenegrin and Serbian health care 

facilities. 

 

Guaranteed equal access to educational institutions in Montenegro and Serbia – including 

reciprocity in recognition of degrees in accordance with Bologna standards. 

 

Mutual recognition of professional qualifications in such areas as law, business 

administration, medicine, pharmacology, and civil engineering. 

 

Protection of each citizen’s right to own personal and commercial property in 

Montenegro and Serbia.  

 

Protection of the right of each individual to choose permanent residence in either 

Montenegro or Serbia, as well as to hold dual citizenship. 

 

III Cooperation in Sectors of Judicature and Internal Affairs 

 

Creation of mechanisms for the cooperation of the police and judicial bodies in matters of 

fight against organized crime; trafficking and terrorism, as well as in such areas as visa 

regime, asylum and immigration policies; coordination of procedures, regulations, and 

policies, all through the adoption of EU models and standards. 

 

IV Cooperation in the Public Services Sector 

 

Within the Union of Independent States, cooperation in the field of sports would be 

established as well as other forms of cooperation arranged in other public services such as 

culture, science, and art. 

 

V Foreign Policy and Security 

 

Development of mechanisms for the coordination of foreign policies 

 

Foreign policy activity of Montenegro is directed to the process of its Euro-

Atlantic integrations. 

 

Realization of such a defined objective also shared by Serbia requires the 

coordination of foreign policy activities.
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Coordination of defense and security policies 

 

Definition of key elements for common action / security policy: joint military 

drills; joint participation in peacekeeping operations under the auspices of OUN, 

OSCE, EU, NATO; participation in the Partnership for Peace; coordination in 

                     
2
 Also, member states can entrust each other with agency and  representation of interests in individual states 

or international organizations in case one member state has either no interest or possibility to be present by 

way of its own diplomatic representation office. 
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command and information systems and research activities; other sectors that 

would be arranged / coordinated. 

 

Building from the premise that within the regional and global security system 

Montenegro can ensure its security, should the agreement on the Union not be 

reached, Montenegro, as an independent state, would commit itself  to founding 

professional, specialized units of the ministry of the interior that would secure and 

control the border, as well as see to other specific aspects of security. 

 

Podgorica, 17 December 2001 


